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You may be asking yourself, “What is mulch?  Isn’t it the same thing as compost?  Do I really need mulch?”  I will 

endeavor to clarify the answers to these questions.  

 

Mulch is a course, loose organic material usually composed of wood fibers and pieces.  Mother Nature has her own 

form of mulch in what is referred to as the forest floor effect.  As leaves, twigs and small branches fall to the forest 

floor, a carpet of natural material is formed.  As time goes by, the bottom layer of this material will begin to 

decompose and become compost that enriches the soil.  Then Mother Nature replenishes the top, mulch layer as 

more leaves, twigs and small branches fall to the floor.   

 

Mulch that we create by grinding tree limbs, trunks and larger branches with a machine is applied to the surface of 

the soil.  It is not compost, but can become a composted material.  Once it has deteriorated to a composted material, 

then it can be tilled into the soil.  Compost on the other hand, is a product specially created as a soil conditioner 

composed of organic material from leaves, wood fibers and manure usually from cattle or horses.  Compost has to 

decompose over a period several months.  It has microbes that create heat that builds up in the pile in excess of 130 

degrees F.  This kills off pathogens and weed seeds.  When it has completed the process, then compost is tilled into 

the soil for enrichment. 

 

One of the main benefits of mulch is it causes soil to retain moisture.  This makes it very important for the survival 

of newly planted seedlings and small shrubs.  A garden covered with 2 to 3 inches of mulch will lose less than 50 

percent of its moisture to evaporation. 

 

Mulch is an effective weed control device.  There is nothing in the mulch that actually kills grass and weeds.  It is 

the blocking of the sunlight that prevents the germination of dormant grass and weed seeds in the soil.  If grass and 

weed seed should start, it is easy to pull their roots up from the moist, loose soil beneath the mulch.  

 

In the wintertime, mulch helps to protect the roots of tender perennials.   I use it on most cold-sensitive plants such 

as hibiscus and Esperanzas.  These plants come back from their roots in the spring. 

 

There is a decorative benefit to mulch.  Mulching is the finishing touch to a floral garden or landscape.  Mulches 

actually come in a variety of colors and wood types.  Native mulch is usually composed of whatever trees and brush 

that grow in abundance in your area.  When the shredding process is done, it is either single shred or double shred.  

As its name implies, double shred means that it has been ground twice and is of a finer consistency.  The color of 

native mulch is most often a brown which ages to a dark brown.  It is the least expensive of the mulches available.   

 

In our area, cedar mulch is readily available in our Hill Country.  It comes in both grinds and is a reddish brown 

when fresh.  It sun-bleaches to a gray color. Black composted mulch is native mulch that has already begun the 

composting process.  As its name implies, it is a course compost.  Most mulch will last 8 to 12 months and up to a 

couple of years depending on weather conditions.  Black composted mulch is good for approximately one growing 

season.  It is the best material for new seedlings and small shrubs. 

 

Artificially colored mulches often referred to as dyed mulch comes in two primary colors: red and black.  These two 

types of mulch are usually bright in hue and color fast for a year.  Because color dyed mulch is an engineered 

product, it will be slightly more expensive than the traditional mulches.   

 

Whatever type of mulch you choose to use, remember Mother Nature doesn’t like dry, barren soil.  She will always 

try to cover the soil in grass or weeds if not protected by a layer of mulch.  During this drought, the benefits of mulch 

will be reflected in your water usage.  In all, mulch is your friend.   


